
Request ID Received Date Requester Name Organization Name Request Description

2023-TSFO-00001 10/2/2022 (b)(6) Lam Research

I was in Cuba for vacation in 2019 for 2 weeks. Does this represent a restriction for me to access US 
now? I didn't have any problem in access US in May 2022. I have ESTA  Application number (b)(6) 
My passport number (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00002 10/3/2022 (b)(6)

I recently received notification that my Global Entry membership was revoked. With no specific 
reason for the revocation - "You do not meet program eligibility requirements." I reapplied for a new 
Global Entry membership but would like to resolve this issue so I wont have any issues. My Pass ID 
number is (b)(6). Please provide more details on the reason for the revocation.

2023-TSFO-00003 10/3/2022 (b)(6)

Global entry was suddenly revoked so i am looking to see what information that was based on. 
Looking for any and all information submitted regarding myself -(b)(6) - issues will probably 
ascertain to slander and lies told by (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00004 10/3/2022 (b)(6)

My Global entry was suddenly revoked without explanation and I am looking for the information that 
was used to make that revocation. Looking for any and all information submitted regarding myself -
(b)(6) - issues will probably ascertain to lies and slander and defamation by (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00005 10/4/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting Entry-Exit Records/Record of Movement from USA through the Agency- CBP FOIA 
Division from 05/16/2014- 05/26/2019. Please email/mail the documents to the address on the 
account.

2023-TSFO-00006 10/4/2022 (b)(6)

I, (b)(6) am requesting the scores and notes for the Surface Inspector I band promotion 
announcement MSY-22-010666. The interview was conducted telephonically on June 13, 2022. I am 
also requesting the scores and notes for the Surface Inspector I band promotion announcement MSY-
22-012050. The interview was conducted telephonically on September 1, 2022.

2023-TSFO-00007 10/5/2022 (b)(6)

On 3 October, 2022, TSA manager (b)(6) notified me that TSA had granted STSO (b)(6) a reasonable 
accommodation allowing (b)(6) to alter her TSA-issued uniform nameplate. (b)(6) also said that the 
reasonable accommodation was being kept on file by the agency. I request a copy of STSO (b)(6) 
reasonable accommodation regarding uniform nameplate alteration, including the date it was 
requested and the date it was approved.

2023-TSFO-00008 10/5/2022 (b)(6) I will like to get the record of my entry and departure from the last 6 years.

2023-TSFO-00009 10/6/2022 (b)(6)
Aircraft UR-82072 arrived in Anchorage on Friday May 06 2022. According to TSA , was the aircraft 
unloaded or loaded in Anchorage?

2023-TSFO-00010 10/6/2022 (b)(6)

Council on American-
Islamic Relations, New 
York

Any records relating to (b)(6) nomination for the Selectee List, Expanded Selectee List, or No Fly List 
by CBP, DHS, TSA or any other federal agency, from 2009 to the present; Any records relating to 
(b)(6) questioning by airport or law enforcement officials in the United States, from 2009 to the 
present.

2023-TSFO-00011 10/6/2022 (b)(6) LLUIS Law APC Seeking travel history from Guatemala (LA Aurora International Airport) to LAX Airport



2023-TSFO-00012 10/6/2022 Maxfield, Oliver

Requesting access to the the latest MyTSA API. • Access to the full API documentation including all 
available airport and checkpoint data • Access to all available API endpoints Part 2: Historical TSA 
wait time data for the last 3 months (June 1st -September 30th). Airport name, airport code (IATA), 
pre-check availability, checkpoint name and wait time for each checkpoint using the time periods 
listed below: • 1am - 2am • 2am - 3am • 4am - 5am • 6am - 7am • 8am - 9am • 10am - 11am • 
12pm - 1pm • 2pm - 3pm • 3pm - 4pm • 4pm - 5pm • 5pm - 6pm • 6pm - 7pm • 7pm - 8pm • 8pm - 
9pm • 9pm - 10pm • 10pm - 11pm • 11pm - 12am • 12am - 1am Example: Name: Los Angeles 
International IATA code: LAX Checkpoint: Checkpoint 1 Pre-check: Yes Date: 06.01.2022 Time: 9am - 
10am Security queue wait time: 120 For the following airports: Hartsfield -Jackson Atlanta, Dallas 
/Forth Worth, Denver International, Chicago O'Hare, Los Angeles, Charlotte Douglas, Orlando, Las 
Vegas Harry Reid, Phoenix Sky Harbor, Miami International, Seattle-Tacoma, Houston George Bush, 
New York John F. Kennedy, New York Newark Liberty, Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, Minneapolis-Saint 
Paul, San Francisco International, Detroit Metropolitan, Boston Logan, Salt Lake City International, 
Philadelphia International, Baltimore/Washington, Tampa International, New York LaGuardia, Chicago 
Midway, Nashville International and Washington Dulles.

2023-TSFO-00013 10/6/2022 (b)(6)
I would like the official active membership count of US Citizens signed up for TSA Precheck as of 
October 1st, 2022.

2023-TSFO-00014 10/3/2022 Ravnitzky, Michael Seeking a copy of the TSA Management Control Objective Plan (MCOP).

2023-TSFO-00015 10/7/2022
Jerod MacDonald-
Evoy The Arizona Mirror

Any and all investigation records related to South Korean Air flight HL8230 arriving in Phoenix, 
Arizona on or around 11/5/2020 and leaving for Seattle, Washington, on 11/7/2020. Any 
investigation reports, arrest or detainment, search records and passenger manifests. 

2023-TSFO-00016 10/6/2022 (b)(6)
Main Street Legal 
Services, Inc

1. Any records created, used, or maintained by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) or TSA 
referring to (b)(6), including, but not limited to records relating to (b)(6) placement on the Selectee 
List, the Expanded Selectee List, the Terrorist Screening Database (TSC), or any other information 
pertaining to (b)(6) on other security directives implemented by the Department of Homeland 
Security; 2. Any communications between the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the TSA, in 
regard to (b)(6) from January 1, 2005 to the present; 3. Any communications referencing or 
regarding (b)(6) from January 1, 2005 to the present between TSA and other agencies or component 
agencies, including but not limited to: a. Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), b. DHS’s Office of 
Intelligence and Analysis and Office of the Science and Technology Directorate , c. FBI, d. United 
States Customs and Border Protection (CBP), e. TSC, f. Office of Biometric Identity Management 
(OBIM), and g. United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). 4. Any records relating 
to (b)(6) screening, detention, and questioning by airport, Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), 
Transportation Security Administration (“TSA”), or other law enforcement officials, including but not 
limited to on or about March 6, 2022. 5. Any and all video footage, including, but not limited to, 
closed circuit video footage (CCTV) of (b)(6) being brought into CBP secondary screening, in 
secondary screening, or during questioning by CBP, TSA, airport or law enforcement officials, created 
on or about March 6, 2022 at JFK International Airport.

2023-TSFO-00017 10/7/2022 (b)(6)

I need my flight records from now all the way back to the year of 2020 or how ever far back you can 
give me my travel flight records plz an if you can’t can I get a letter stating I can’t get those my 
lawyer needs my travel records.

2023-TSFO-00018 10/7/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting text communications, emails and all records, between FSD and AFSD  and SPA, S-
HRS, HRS, A-DAFSD, DFSD and ED, for the period of September 2019- Present. (October 2022) I 
would also like to request specifically email communication between FLL HR, FSD, ED and HQ from 
January 2022- April 2022, as it related to the request and approval of the temporary promotion of 
SPA (b)(6) to A-AFSD - Screening, which was effective until September 2022. 



2023-TSFO-00019 10/7/2022 (b)(6)

Seeking the following civil penalty records on (b)(6) initial filing; final determination, if appealed; the 
outcome of the appeal and any other documents that may help in the evaluation of the applicant's 
character.

2023-TSFO-00020 10/7/2022 (b)(6)

All records pertaining to (b)(6) held by the Transportation Security Administration involving the 
incident that occurred on November 18, 2021 at Chicago O’Hare Airport for flight on Southwest 
Airlines. All interagency and intra-agency correspondence pertaining to the above. All interagency 
and intra-agency records related to the individual. All investigation and standard forms pertaining to 
the above.

2023-TSFO-00021 10/11/2022 (b)(6)

On 7/20/2022, at 12:40 PM local time, Orlando, FL AFSD-LE and OOI Special Agent (b)(6) recorded a 
meeting with TSO (b)(6) and TSO (b)(6). This meeting took place at the TSA administrative building, 
Citadel I at Lee Vista, 5850 T G Lee Blvd, Orlando, FL, 32822. This meeting was approximately 39 
minutes long. I am requesting a copy of that recording, and all notes taken during the meeting by 
both(b)(6), and all emails sent by (b)(6) regarding the meeting.

2023-TSFO-00022 10/11/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting citizenship and have unfortunately lost access to my old email and was trying to 
obtain a record of my travels. Additionally, I have used the previous name (b)(6) and I would the 
information under that name either. The information for the 2 names I am requesting is; (b)(6) and 
(b)(6) Female 07/30/2001.

2023-TSFO-00023 10/11/2022 (b)(6)

In order to complete the collection of detail related to a claim between American airlines and myself, 
I would like to request: 1) Security Camera Footage which clearly shows gate E32 at DCA airport. The 
specific timeframe of the request is for Thursday 10/6/2022 from 10:30am-11:30am 2) A log of 
times when the E52 Gate was opened and closed, as well as the related action at those times.

2023-TSFO-00024 10/11/2022 (b)(6)

My name is (b)(6). My address is (b)(6). My Global entry was recently revoked, and the letter I 
received said that I was no longer eligible for the program. There was no further information 
contained. I therefore want any and all information pertaining to my revocation. 

2023-TSFO-00025 10/11/2022 (b)(6)

My name is (b)(6). My address is (b)(6). My Global entry was recently revoked, and the letter I 
received said that I was no longer eligible for the program. There was no further information 
contained. I want any and all information pertaining to my revocation. 

2023-TSFO-00026 10/12/2022 (b)(6) BUKULMEZ LEGAL PLLC
I am the attorney for (b)(6). We request ANY AND ALL RECORDS for (b)(6)within the possession of 
Customs and Border Protection or the Transportation Security agency. 

2023-TSFO-00027 10/13/2022 (b)(6)
The Cherry Law Firm 
LLC

Does TSA have a record of (b)(6)., address (b)(6), flying from Philadelphia to California in December 
of 2011. Thank you (b)(6), Esquire email: (b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00028 10/15/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting any available investigation reports, or any records related to South Korean Air 
KAL9014 (tail number HL8230) arriving in Seattle on or around 11/8/20. Please provide any records 
or documentation of "reverse screen," investigation reports, detainment or search records, etc.

2023-TSFO-00029 10/15/2022 (b)(6)

How many BDL TSA employees are currently employed, how many employees were employed at the 
start of the pandemic in March of 2020? How many BDL TSA employees are vaccinated with at least 
one shot, not including the boosters to stay "up to date?" How many are unvaccinated? Are there any 
BDL TSA employees partially vaccinated due to adverse reactions from the first vaccine? Did these 
employees have to submit a medical accommodation exemption in order to avoid getting the second 
shot? How many BDL TSA employees have Covid-19 accommodation exemptions submitted? How 
many of those exemptions are medical? Religious? From March 13, 2020 until September 8, 2021 
how many BDL TSA employees had a positive Covid-19 test result, by month, and vaccination status? 
How many BDL TSA employees received a Covid-19 vaccination before the Covid-19 vaccine mandate 
on September 9, 2020? How many BDL TSA employees were fully vaccinated by November 22, 2021? 
Unvaccinated? Non-compliant with VSS?



2023-TSFO-00030 10/17/2022 (b)(6)

Good afternoon, I am requesting all emails from the following individuals related to the 
Transportation Security Manager position from Date 10-5-2021 to 12-5-2021. TSM), SV-1801-H FLL-
21-005562. I have an open EEO case is why I am requesting this information. TSA Fort Lauderdale 
airport Evaluations for supervisors or Transportation Security Manager All emails related to 
Evaluations were sent to (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00031 10/15/2022 (b)(6)

I had two flights out of Florida in late June 2016 and 2017, and back into Florida in early July 2016 
and 2017. Both times, I used TSA PreCheck. I need flight records for these trips, as well as records 
that I flew with my dog in 2017. My dog had her own ticket and was carried on the flight by me. I will 
copy the name, address, and phone number that I would have used at the time. (b)(6) (current) I'd 
also like to request records of similar trips taken by my mother. She flew out of Palm Beach 
International Airport in November 2018, and returned to the same airport in April 2019. She then 
made the same trip out of Palm Beach International Airport in late October to early November of 
2019. She used TSA Pre-Check for all of her flights as well. 

2023-TSFO-00032 10/16/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting a full report of the background check performed on myself upon my arrival to the 
agency. This is for the purpose of having the correct information necessary to move up within my 
agency. 

2023-TSFO-00033 10/17/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting all applications for Announcement DCA-22-011782, Supervisory Transportation 
Security Officer. Requesting all Resumes of candidates, including Applicants who made it on the 
Certification List. Also requesting resume exclusively on Candidate (b)(6) and (b)(6). Requesting All 
Interview scores as well as all Recommendations for all their Supervisors and Managers. Requesting 
information on Candidates Race, Gender, Time in position as well.

2023-TSFO-00034 10/10/2022 (b)(6)

On 2 October 2022, I flew aboard United Flight 1984 from LAX to Washington-Dulles. Unfortunately, 
the flight was diverted to Denver International Airport as a result of a customer disturbance. I 
request a copy of the air marshall's report, as well as a copy of the TSA report related to this 
incident.

2023-TSFO-00035 10/10/2022 (b)(6)

Medical Review Officer Guidance Manual for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs Effective Date: 
January 1, 2020 4.6 A donor has the right, upon written request, to records relating to his or her 
drug test. I am looking for the communciation, electronic and physical of the CCF and input by lab 
and recieved by Acuity International Medical Review Officers including results and numbers in ng/ml. 
During the period of July to September of the current year. 

2023-TSFO-00036 10/10/2022 (b)(6)

1. Any documents the Transportation Security Administration (“TSA”) is in possession of relating to 
investigations of or incidents involving the canine cargo/mail screening company K2 Solutions, Inc. 
(“K2”) ranging from 2016– 2022. 2. Any correspondence dated between 2016–2022 (to include 
Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (“ACARS”) messages) that TSA sent or 
received from the United States Postal Service (“USPS”), the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”), 
or U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) relating to an incident or investigation involving K2 
that contain the search term K2 or K2 Solutions, Inc. in conjunction with any of the following search 
terms: Explosive Training aid Pentaerythritol Tetranitrate (or “PETN”) Delta Airlines Salt Lake City 
South Korea 3. Any documents in TSA’s possession relating to K2 that contain the search term K2 or 
K2 Solutions, Inc. in conjunction with any of the following search terms: Explosive Training aid 
Pentaerythritol Tetranitrate (or “PETN”) Delta Airlines Salt Lake City South Korea 

2023-TSFO-00037 10/12/2022 (b)(6)

I am seeking any and all records of Record of Investigation (ROI) (b)(6). The ROI in question is a 
TSA internal investigation of me, (b)(6), started in late 2021 (I was first advised of the investigation 
on December 1, 2021) and concluded on September 8, 2022. 

2023-TSFO-00038 10/12/2022 (b)(6)

Any and all information pertaining to Inquiry of Allegation of Harassment (b)(6), retaliation, hostile 
work environment filed by Supervisory Federal Air Marshal (SFAM) (b)(6) against Assistant 
Supervisory Federal Air Marshal in charge (ASAC) (b)(6)and Supervisory Federal Air Marshal in 
Charge (SAC) (b)(6). It is requested to include all electronic communication (email & Text 
messages), from (b)(6) and any findings that were compiled with supporting documents and 
interview summaries related for this issue (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00039 10/17/2022 (b)(6)
I am requesting records showing data on firearms discovered by TSA officers in
carry-on bags at TSA airport checkpoints from January 1, 2010 to the present.



2023-TSFO-00040 10/13/2022 Rubinstein, Reed
American First Legal 
Foundation

A. Documents sufficient to identify all employees who entered into a position at the agency as a 
Political Appointee since January 20, 2021, to the date this records request is processed, and the title 
or position of each employee (to the extent that individuals have held multiple positions during this 
time period, identify each title or position and the time period it was held). B. Documents sufficient to 
identify all career employees who, between January 20, 2021, and the date this records request is 
processed, have been detailed to 1) a position eligible to be filled by a Political Appointee, or 2) a 
new position through coordination or consultation with either the White House Liaison or Presidential 
Personnel Office; the title or position of each employee while on detail; and each employee’s 
originating agency or component, and prior title. C. For each individual identified in response to 
Requests 1 and 2 provide: 1. The resume provided by the individual to the agency in connection with 
determining the appropriate salary for the individual, or if that is not available, a recent resume 
contained within the agency’s records. AFL has no objection to the redaction of employee’s contact 
information, such as email, address, phone numbers etc.; however, prior employment, education, 
and descriptions of such experiences are not exempt and should be produced. 2. Any waivers issued 
to the individual pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b). 

2023-TSFO-00041 10/16/2022 (b)(6) All records that contain information that contain in formation that DHS stores or manages on me.

2023-TSFO-00042 10/18/2022 (b)(6)

I was the subject of this internal investigation. I request a full copy of this investigation to include all 
witness statements and evidence provided by the complaining party. In the complaining party 
complaint, they reference submitting evidence to the "TSA OI Hotline", I am specifically requesting a 
copy of the "evidence" they provided. The date of the allegation to DHS Secretary and TSA 
Administrator is April 25, 2022.

2023-TSFO-00043 10/12/2022 (b)(6) Request emailed copy of the Background check used for TSA Pre-check application for myself: (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00044 10/7/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting the Welcome letter sent to (b)(6) from the Chicago Police Department, from TSA 
Canine Training Center. It is likely this was sent by in late 2017 or early 2018, as his training began 
on or about 17 Jan 2018. (In the past, these emails have been sent by: (b)(6). I am requesting any 
emails, documents and the like between the Chicago Police Department (CPD) and TSA Canine 
regarding TSA CTC Explosives Detection Canine Handler Course between April 2015 and Dec 2020. 

2023-TSFO-00045 10/20/2022 (b)(6)
Gimbel Reilly Guerin 
and Brown

Requesting flight records/PNR data from 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2017, include all incoming/outgoing 
flights to and from USA and flights within USA for (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00046 10/18/2022 (b)(6)

Requesting the closed circuit TV recording of TSA passenger screening area of carry on baggage. I 
was scheduled on flight 115, American Airlines . Traveled date was 12 October 2022 on 5:30 flight to 
DFW Airport. Carry on bag missing trying to determine what happen with bag when it was being 
searched and scanned. Please let me know if there is any other information needed to obtain copy of 
this footage. Thanking you in advance.

2023-TSFO-00047 10/19/2022 (b)(6)

Cobb County 
Department of Public 
Safety

On October 17, 2020, (b)(6) went through a TSA Checkpoint at Hartsfield Jackson Airport in Atlanta 
Ga. The TSA agent located a handgun in (b)(6) backpack. After being questioned by TSA and Atlanta 
PD, (b)(6) states, because he had a Concealed Carry Permit, he wasn't arrested and was allowed to 
contact his parents for them to pick up his handgun. If there is a report on file for this incident, will 
you please send me a copy of it

2023-TSFO-00048 10/19/2022 (b)(6)
Texas Division of 
Emergency Management

I would like to make an open records request for (b)(6). I would like to request his personnel file and 
any documentation related to counseling, leave records and his resignation. He was employed with 
TSA, Austin - Bergstrom International Airport as a Lead Transportation Security Officer from July 
2018 to February 2020.

2023-TSFO-00049 10/19/2022 (b)(6)
Texas Division of 
Emergency Management

I would like to make an open records request for (b)(6). I am requesting his personnel file and any 
documentation related to counseling, leave records and his resignation. He was employed with TRS 
Austin - Berstrom International Airport from July 2018 to February 2020.

2023-TSFO-00050 10/19/2022 (b)(6) LLUIS Law APC Travel History for (b)(6) * Dates From: 1989-1999 * Airport: L.A.X to Mexico and Vice Versa



2023-TSFO-00051 10/19/2022 (b)(6)

1. All communication and planning of implementation of the “Face Shield” policy for both the 1st time 
the policy was implemented and the 2nd time. 2. All communication and planning of termination of 
the “Face Shield” policy for both the 1st time and 2nd time the policy was in effect and terminated. 3. 
All communication regarding guidance provided to DHS/TSA regarding use of a “Face Shield” to 
include but not limited too scientific/legal grounds for said policy. 4. All assessments, notes, and 
feedback regarding the “Face Shield” policy for both the 1st and 2nd implementation as well as 
termination of both the 1st and 2nd time policy was in effect. 5. All communications regarding 
religious accommodation requests to include but not limited to changes made to the process since 
January 1, 2020, planning, assessments, feedback, legal guidance, as well as structural, 
technological and decision-making process changes to religious accommodation requests. 6. All 
communication regarding approval/denial of Doctors note to be excused from the “Face Shield” policy 
and any changes to the decision making process in contrast to all prior acceptance of a doctors note 
for any variety of medical needs of employees. 

2023-TSFO-00052 10/21/2022 (b)(6) I need my Travel history details to renew my PR CARD in canada. My Passport (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00053 10/21/2022 (b)(6)
Veracity Research 
Company

Requesting information for (b)(6). Any and all personnel files, termination details, disciplinary action 
taken, internal affairs details and outcome, evaluations, and any information regarding conduct or 
character. He states he was employed with the U.S Department of Homeland Security as a TSA 
Federal Air Marshall from 2002-2005, a Senior Railroad Inspector from 2005-2008 and as an 
Inspector for CISA from 2008-2020.

2023-TSFO-00054 10/21/2022 (b)(6) Propane Depot Inc

I'm requesting documenation on any Complaints or calls, emails made in reference to: Propane Depot 
Inc 26 Old Riverhead Road Westhampton Beach, NY 11978 These may have been made by Liberty 
Gas, (b)(6). Please send any documentation of complaints, calls, emails or actions taken by your 
agency. 

2023-TSFO-00055 10/20/2022 (b)(6)
California Board of Nursing requested my travel history with entry and departure dates from 2010 to 
current year. Please send this information to my E-mail , (b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00056 10/24/2022 (b)(6)

On September 17, 2022 at 10:30 pm, a TSA agent's negligence lead to the breaking of my computer 
at security line #3 of Las Vegas Airport (LAS). I reported this personal property damage to LAS TSA 
supervisor, STSO (b)(6). She investigated this negligence by interviewing the responsible TSA agent 
and watching video surveillance of the incident. STSO (b)(6)t also made photocopies of my boarding 
pass and passport, and made an incident report. I am requesting a copy of that incident report. 
(b)(6)Passport #(b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00057 10/21/2022 (b)(6) Subcon Inc CBP-AP-(b)(6). Hi , This is my new case number from FIA.

2023-TSFO-00058 10/21/2022 (b)(6) Keller Williams Heritage I wanted to know why my Global Entry was revoked and how to reinstate it. Thank you
2023-TSFO-00059 10/21/2022 (b)(6) My global entry (b)(6) got revoked with no explanation.

2023-TSFO-00060 10/20/2022 (b)(6)
The Cherry Law Firm 
LLC

Please provide a copy of all air travel records for my former client, (b)(6), for air travel between 
1/1/2011 through 3/5/2013. (b)(6) died on March 5, 2013. A copy of (b)(6) death certificate is 
elclosed along with an affirmation signed by me.

2023-TSFO-00061 10/21/2022 (b)(6) TSA record for myself.
2023-TSFO-00062 10/24/2022 (b)(6) I am looking as to why I did not get hired for the following announcement numbers....(b)(6) 

2023-TSFO-00063 10/24/2022 (b)(6) Turner & Turner

We represent (b)(6), for the incident that occurred at security with a TSA employee on August 31, 
2022 at Detroit Metro Airport. We request that you preserve and also provide us with a copy of any 
and all incident reports, all records, reports, documents, sketches, photographs, witness statements, 
audio/video media, videotapes, films, investigative reports, the surveillance videos of the area where 
(b)(6) was at security, and surveillance reports/logs pertaining to this incident. 1. Specific airport, 
terminal, and checkpoint: Detroit Metro Airport (DTW), McNamara Terminal 2. Specific date or date 
range: August 31, 2022 at approximately 7:00 a.m. 

2023-TSFO-00064 10/25/2022 (b)(6) O'Shea Law Firm LLC
I am requesting the following public documents: The entire Transportation Worker Identification 
Credential File for (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00065 10/25/2022 Walter, Mark The New York Times A copy of the agency's FOIA log from 2020 through the date of the search for responsive records.
2023-TSFO-00066 10/20/2022 (b)(6) Request for Records maintained by TSA (b)(6).



2023-TSFO-00067 10/25/2022 (b)(6)

My name is (b)(6) and I am a Spirit Airlines traveler. I was directed to submit this request to get 
security footage and alarm records due to an allegation by a Spirit Airlines Gate Agent and Supervisor 
against my buddy pass rider (b)(6). August 26, 2022 Approximately 5:30am-6am NK521 EWR-FLL 
Terminal B Incident: Me, (b)(6). There was conflict with the gate agent working NK521 and I. The 
gate agent and supervisor accused Me of opening the jet bridge door & ran down to try to enter the 
aircraft. Im requesting footage or a statement that denies these allegations please. 

2023-TSFO-00068 10/25/2022 Aaron Schaffer The Washington Post A copy of the report referenced in the TSA limited source justification notice #(b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00069 10/21/2022 Barbier, Karen RDS

ANY AND ALL EMPLOYMENT RECORDS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: - EMPLOYED AT DETROIT 
METRO AIRPORT- RESUMES - APPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT - JOB REVIEWS - PHYSICALS, 
MEDICAL INFORMATION, MEDICAL RECORDS, ON THE JOB INJURIES - REPRIMANDS - JOB 
POSITIONS, JOB TITLES, JOB DUTIES - TIME SHEETS - PAYROLL RECORDS, COMPENSATION 
INFORMATION - ANY AND ALL INSURANCE RECORDS FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO MEDICAL INSURANCE, - SHORT TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE AND OR LONG 
TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE - ALL CORRESPONDENCE, ALL E-MAILS, ALL FAXES AS WELL AS ANY 
AND ALL OTHER DOCUMENTATION, RECORDS OR MATERIALSPERTAINING TO:(b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00070 10/25/2022 (b)(6)
Northwest Immigrant 
Rights project

Our office seeks all responsive records the agency possesses on behalf of our client (b)(6). We are 
seeking transcripts, files, papers, and other information, including information contained on computer 
printouts, e-mail, or any other type of electronic storage device pertaining to her, particularly in 
regard to her entry to the United States in or around 1996.

2023-TSFO-00071 10/26/2022 (b)(6) Pfizer Inc I would like to have a copy of my TSA Global Entry Request Denial Letter. 

2023-TSFO-00072 10/26/2022 (b)(6)

I request the following: 1) A copy of the original complaint, filed by me, with service request number 
(b)(6) 2) The response by the Customer Support Manager, to whom the complaint was forwarded, 
according to an email by the TSA Contact Center 3) Any and all communication, including emails, 
texts, or other written communication, between the officer named in the complaint and his 
supervisors related to the complaint in service request number (b)(6) 4) Any and all records and 
documentation generated related to service request number(b)(6), including but not limited to 
personnel file updates 5) All text messages made using business phones, within 7 days following the 
date of the incident noted in service request number (b)(6), to and from the TSA agent named in the 
complaint related to service request number (b)(6) that concern the incident noted in service request 
number (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00073 10/26/2022 (b)(6) Records pertaining to my TSA Global Entry denial.

2023-TSFO-00074 10/26/2022 (b)(6) Teamsters Local 63

1) Dates: Between January 2000-Novenber 2022 2) Company: United Parcel Service 3) Location(s) 
States United States 4) Specific Location(s) Any/All Airport Operations under the United Parcel 
Service Jurisdiction 5) Any/All Complaints (Known/Anonymous) regarding Security Breech/SIDA 
Access Violations. 6)Any/All Security/SIDA Audits TSA Agency Initiated/Complaint Initiated against 
UPS 7) Disposition of Audits/Investigative Conclusions/Recommendations/Fines Levied.

2023-TSFO-00075 10/27/2022 (b)(6)
Hello my name is (b)(6) I am in need of my travel transcript statement myself. The date range for 
this request is June 1992 to September 2022. 

2023-TSFO-00076 10/27/2022 (b)(6)

I have lived in USA out and in for military and contracting job overseas for the last 18 years how ever 
the US embassy in Kuwait want me to show if I Lived for 5years in USA for my new born baby U S 
passport ,the IRS only have 10 years and I was out for 7years on the tax record ,some of the 
passport is lost i don’t have a record when I am in and exit U S custom through airport ,I just want 
show them I lived in USA more than 5years

2023-TSFO-00077 10/27/2022 (b)(6)

I was profiled and harassed by TSA after being singled out on two back-to-back flights (June 15th 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic to BWI, October 4th Medellin, Colombia to DCA via MIA). On both 
occasions my ticket was flagged with SSSS. Both instances happened in a relatively short time span. 
My record is clean and I do not know why I’m being targeted frequently by TSA. I am seeking 
answers as this is shouldn’t be happening to a veteran.

2023-TSFO-00078 10/27/2022 (b)(6) I want to know why my tsa Global entry was denied.



2023-TSFO-00079 10/27/2022 (b)(6) All files and records relating to (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00080 10/28/2022 (b)(6)
Henry County Sheriff's 
Office

Service Request Number of (b)(6) I am attempting to find out if a registered sex offender has been 
traveling out of state. He is on active registry through the State of Ohio and is to notify if going out of 
state for travel. I believe he either traveled out of Toledo Eugene F. Kranz Toledo Express Airport but 
he may have went to Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport or Ft. Wayne International Airport. 
He would have been traveling to Florida sometime around Sept. 28, 2022-Oct. 16th, 2022. 

2023-TSFO-00081 10/31/2022 (b)(6)
I am looking for the reasoning for why my Global Entry request was denied. Membership 
Number/PASSID:(b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00082 10/30/2022 Jon Rogers

I am requesting records that include the names and all available public information of all persons 
arrested, detained, apprehended, convicted and/or fined for possessing, carrying or otherwise 
attempting to carry a firearm through the TSA checkpoint at Yeager International Airport in 
Charleston, West Virginia for the 5 year period ending on September 30, 2022.

2023-TSFO-00083 10/31/2022 (b)(6) I want all date of my entry and exit to USA since 2014 up to now .
2023-TSFO-00084 10/31/2022 (b)(6) Explanation as to why I was denied a Global Entry application

2023-TSFO-00085 10/31/2022 (b)(6)
Disability Rights 
Louisiana

Please provide a copy of the CCTV footage of the screenings of (b)(6), daughter of (b)(6), on June 9, 
2022, and August 13, 2022, that occurred at Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport 
("MSY"). Please also provide a copy of the statements from Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) 
who were involved in the screenings. 

2023-TSFO-00086 10/31/2022 Chris Nelson Judicial Watch

 All records and communications regarding or concerning DHS’s new measures to better serve 
transgender, non-binary, and gender non-conforming travelers, specifically: (1) Requests for 
proposals, solicitations, contracts, grants, IDIQs, delivery orders, change orders, task orders, annual 
maintenance and service fees, budget and / or cost information to purchase new Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) scanners that advances civil rights and improve the customer experience of 
travelers who previously have been required to undergo additional screening due to alarms in 
sensitive areas. (2) Any changes to Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for Transportation Security 
Officers (TSOs) to permit less invasive screening procedures for certain passengers who trigger the 
AIT scanner in a sensitive area. Please provide records from January 1, 2022, to Present.

2023-TSFO-00087 10/31/2022 (b)(6) Need to know why (b)(6). Has been placed on a watchlist.

2023-TSFO-00088 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
Main Street Legal 
Services, Inc

Any records created, used, or maintained by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) or TSA 
referring to (b)(6), including, but not limited to records relating to (b)(6) placement on the Selectee 
List, the Expanded Selectee List, the Terrorist Screening. Any records relating to (b)(6) extra 
screening and questioning at U.S. airports including but not limited to questioning on or about: a. 
September 16, 2022 at John F. Kennedy International Airport.

2023-TSFO-00089 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
In court testimony, (b)(6), testified that he was using Marijuana in the state of Texas as an employee 
of homeland security. Has there been any action taken that would affect his job?

2023-TSFO-00090 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
(b)(6), under oath, testified to chocking his spouse in Bexar County , Texas. Have any changes been 
made to his employment due to this admittance?

2023-TSFO-00091 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
(b)(6) has deliberately kept the court ordered child support from his children since January 2021. Has 
there been any displiinary action taken?

2023-TSFO-00092 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
(b)(6) had a pending DVRO in California during 9/2019-2021 was his job at TSA in any way affected 
due to this pending charge?

2023-TSFO-00093 11/1/2022 (b)(6)
(b)(6) has not paid court ordered child support since 1/2021 for his three children. Has there been 
any action taken against him for this neglectful action?

2023-TSFO-00094 11/1/2022 (b)(6)

Please provide all documents, correspondence, and statements dealing with administrative complaint 
case (b)(6). This is an investigation dealing with conduct violations on behalf of Spokane GEG TSM 
(b)(6). 

2023-TSFO-00095 11/1/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting the security camera footage of my Pat down at the Denver airport A bridge security. 
I have concerns about the way the pat down was conducted. I was wearing a Blue Colombia branded 
shirt with a design in the back of it as well as blue jeans. It occurred at the end of the 4th baggie 
scanner from the right (East side) and right in front of the black desk. One officer was conducting the 
pat down and another officer was observing.



2023-TSFO-00096 11/1/2022 (b)(6)

I recently renewed my global entry in September, i have had it for several years without any issues. 
October 29 i received an electronic letter stating that my global entry was revoked, it only states in 
the letter that i do not meet eligibility requirements. My renewal still shows pending review. I would 
like to get more information on why my global entry was revoked if at all possible, and see if i can 
get it reinstated? 

2023-TSFO-00097 11/1/2022 Rose Santos FOIA Group Inc

[Reference FGI# 22-80575G] Relevant to HSHQDC06D00047 Task Order HSTS0108JFIN027, we seek 
CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order title page (1st page only) and (2) the 
Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO NOT 
SEEK PRICING].

2023-TSFO-00098 11/1/2022 Rose Santos FOIA Group Inc

[Reference FGI# 22-80554G] Relevant to 47QTCK18D0014 Task Order 70T02022F7500N003, we 
seek CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order title page (1st page only) and (2) 
the Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO 
NOT SEEK PRICING].

2023-TSFO-00099 11/1/2022 Rose Santos FOIA Group Inc

[Reference FGI# 22-79962G] Relevant to 47QTCK18D0031 Task Order 70T02022F7500N018,we seek 
CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order title page (1st page only) and (2) the 
Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO NOT 
SEEK PRICING].

2023-TSFO-00100 11/2/2022 Rose Santos FOIA Group Inc

[Reference FGI# 22-79576G] Relevant to GS00Q14OADU122 Order 70T01022F7668N016, we seek 
CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order title page (1st page only) and (2) the 
Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO NOT 
SEEK PRICING].

2023-TSFO-00101 11/2/2022 (b)(6) In-Band Increase (IBI) percentages for all FSD staff at JAX - hub for FY21 and FY22.

2023-TSFO-00102 11/2/2022 Joseph Mazzone

Can you please provide the monthly Clear Registered Traveler Program Revenue Report Form from 
TSA vendor ALCLEAR, LLC (65 E 55th Street, 17th Floor New York, New York 10022) that includes 
Airport Revenue Share, Verifications and Enrollments for all available months in 2022 for 3 airports. 
The airports I am looking for are 1) Cleveland Hopkins International Airport (CLE) 2) 
Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport (BWI) and 3) Dallas Fort Worth 
International Airport (DFW). Thank you.

2023-TSFO-00103 11/2/2022 (b)(6)
Main Street Legal 
Services

1. Any records created, used, accessible to, or maintained by TSA referring to (b)(6), including, but 
not limited to records pertaining to or mentioning (b)(6) placement on the “Selectee List,” the 
“Expanded Selectee List,” the Terrorist Screening Dataset, or any other security directives 
implemented by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”); 2. Any records pertaining to or 
mentioning (b)(6) placement on any U.S. federal government watchlist or database, including but not 
limited to the Known or Suspected Terrorist (“KST”) file; 3. Any records pertaining to or mentioning 
(b)(6) travel, including but not limited to screening, searches, and questioning at U.S. airports; a) 
June 30, 2015 at San Francisco International Airport; b) July 20, 2022 at San Francisco International 
Airport; c) July 31, 2022 at Ellison Onizuka Kona International Airport.

2023-TSFO-00104 11/4/2022 Abigail McMillan FSS

[Reference FSS# SP186381] This is a FOIA request relevant to HSHQDC14DE2018 Task Order 
HSTS0315JCIO451, whereby we see CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order 
title page (1st page only) and (2) the Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work 
Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO NOT SEEK PRICING] OR ANY FOIA EXEMPT INFORMATION.

2023-TSFO-00105 11/4/2022 (b)(6)

I had global entry and have had an issue using it. After talking with one person, it was decided that 
my new passport may have caused the issue and to log into the account and upload a picture of the 
new passport. When I logged into the account, I find out that it was revoked for "customs or 
agriculture violations". I have no idea what that means, why it is said that I have had them. I have 
never been arrested. 

2023-TSFO-00106 11/3/2022 (b)(6)

I am looking to obtain footage of my checked baggage being searched on 10/20/22. We arrived 
around 11-12 and our flight was at 3:30. I don't remember the exact time we submitted our luggage 
to be checked. I was looking for the same footage the TSA agent i spoke with claimed they reviewed 
as luggage from my bag was missing and they stated the footage had nothing missing.



2023-TSFO-00107 11/4/2022 (b)(6) Valet My Bag

I am part of a team at the George Mason University Antonin Scalia Law School researching checked 
baggage at airports and the security measures in place surrounding checked bag procedures. 
Specifically, any ruling, regulation, law or written ruling REQUIRING individual passengers to check 
their own luggage. Trying to figure out if this is something that is currently legally required by TSA or 
any other federal governmental body.

2023-TSFO-00108 11/7/2022 (b)(6)
Veracity Research 
Company

Requesting information for (b)(6). Any and all personnel files, termination details, disciplinary action 
taken, internal affairs details and outcome, evaluations, and any information regarding conduct or 
character. He states he was employed with TSA as a TSO from 09/2007 to Present.

2023-TSFO-00109 11/4/2022 (b)(6)

Looking for a record of an incident sometime in the past couple of weeks where (b)(6) was cited for 
carrying a loaded hand gun through a TSA checkpoint in a carryon purse/handbag when attempting 
to depart an airport in the Gainesville, Florida area.

2023-TSFO-00110 11/4/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting the investigate reports and a copy of the TSA video recording of the physical assault 
on my person (karate chop to the crotch) by a TSA agent in the TSA Pre-Check screening area of the 
Long Beach, CA airport on September 26th, 2022 at approximately 5:20 pm PDT. My assault was 
originally reported to the TSA on 9/27/22 at 6:39 am MST. I spoke with Long Beach TSA Manager on 
11/3/22 who was acquiring the security video of my assault. I spoke to Supervisory Program 
Assistant/Customer Service Manager on 11/4/22 who stated an investigation was completed with the 
TSA Agent, Witness and review of the TSA video recording. 

2023-TSFO-00111 11/4/2022 (b)(6)

On October 16, 2020, I was returning to Chicago from Cancun on American Airlines flight 1417. I was 
stopped at reentry and subsequently fined by Customs and Border Protection in the amount of 
$2,000. I am seeking any and all records related to this stop and fine.

2023-TSFO-00112 11/7/2022 (b)(6) Department of Justice
I would like an employment verification for a former Homeland Security employee who is seeking a 
gambling license. 

2023-TSFO-00113 11/7/2022 Michelle Sims

I would like to request all public records and information regarding Clear Secure, Inc. and its 
subsidiaries (including but not limited to Alclear Holdings, LLC). This includes specifically copies of 
any: -Documents containing information about the Company and its subsidiaries communicating with 
airports or other entities going back to any date historically -Contracts and service level agreements 
with airports or other entities (including financial terms, concessions, amendments, addendums, and 
any referenced attachments); I am also interested in: -Pending or historical investigations, breaches 
of consumer representation, and/or improper regulatory filings; -Transaction documents or legal 
agreements with airports, airlines, port authorities, and federal, state or local governments (including 
supplements, addendums, amendments, and/or extensions); -Licensing applications, renewals, and 
expansions (including supplements, addendums, or applicable riders); -RFPs, bid tabulations, and 
contract awards (including supporting documents, analyses, correspondence, notes, memoranda, 
drafts, internal communications, emails, back-up, invoices, schedules, and calculations); -Contracts 
and service level agreements with airports (including financial terms, concessions, amendments, 
addendums, and any referenced attachments); -Consumer, employee, or regulatory complaints; and, 
-Adverse event reports or violations of airport/security rules and regulations. 

2023-TSFO-00114 11/7/2022 (b)(6) TSA Redress records.

2023-TSFO-00115 11/7/2022 (b)(6)
Gimbel, Reilly, Guerin, 
and Brown

Flight records of (b)(6) from November of 2017 to the present for all travel to and from General 
Mitchel International Airport in Milwaukee, WI to and from Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in 
Atlanta, GA, to and from John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York, NY, to and from 
LaGuardia Airport in New York, NY, to and from Newark Liberty International Airport in Newark, NJ, 
to and from and Dallas Love Field and Dallas/Fort Worth International Airports in Dallas, TX, and to 
and from George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston, TX.

2023-TSFO-00116 11/7/2022 (b)(6)
I submitted a application for global entry in June, I went to check on it and apparently was denied on 
sept 9th, I would like to know the reason and how to appeal if applicable. 



2023-TSFO-00117 11/8/2022 (b)(6)

After 6 months of waiting for a Global Entry remote video interview, scheduled for Tue, Nov 08, 2022, 
the meeting was inexplicably canceled on WED, October 26, 2022. No reason was provided, and no 
notification was provided. I want to know why it was canceled, why no-one notified me, and why I 
now there are no remote appointment options. This is extermely inconsiderate and inconvenient.

2023-TSFO-00118 11/9/2022 (b)(6) Burlington No records requested. 

2023-TSFO-00119 11/9/2022 (b)(6)
Law Office of Hardam H. 
Tripathi, P.A.

All apprehension records from 09/18/2022 and 09/13/2022 regarding all entries in and out of the 
U.S.A. Other and all documents related to arrival/departure. Officer notes, reason for apprehension of 
a U.S. Citizen, and any records related to the apprehension.

2023-TSFO-00120 11/9/2022 (b)(6)

I am seeking all Notices of Final Decisions of Discipline issued at BWI Airport from October 25, 2017 
to October 25, 2021 to TSA-BWI employees who were charged with:: (1) Operating a vehicle while 
impaired or under the influence. (2) Consuming any amount of alcohol while on duty or during work 
hours. (3) AWOL for 3 days or less, or. (4) .Failure to follow leave procedures.

2023-TSFO-00121 11/8/2022 (b)(6)

Request to get security footage and alarm records due to an allegation by a Spirit Airlines Gate Agent 
and Supervisor against my buddy pass rider (b)(6) in Newark Airport Spirit Terminal B. Newark 
International Airport Spirit Airlines Terminal B August 26, 2022 Approximately 5:30am-6am NK521 
EWR-FLL Incident: My friend, (b)(6), was traveling under my travel benefits and using a buddy pass 
of mine. There was some conflict with the gate agent working NK521 and (b)(6). The gate agent and 
supervisor accused (b)(6) of opening the jet bridge door, running down the jet bridge to try to enter 
the aircraft, and yelling at the agents. I’m requesting footage or a statement that proves or denies 
these allegations.

2023-TSFO-00122 11/9/2022 (b)(6) Shapiro & Associates

We are looking for TSA Employee Personnel Folder including the pre-employment physical 
examination. Please note we are NOT seeking copies of any safety, injury compensation or OWCP 
files

2023-TSFO-00123 11/10/2022 (b)(6)
I'm requesting records of my son's travel overseas with his mother to include any and all consent 
forms I "approved of," as I did never consented to it and if there was a consent form, it was forged.

2023-TSFO-00124 11/14/2022 Ron Hartke Advent Services LLC

I am requesting clearly releasable info only: 1. the first page (i.e., Face Page) of the current contract 
award, and first 15 pages of the Performance Work Statement or Statement of Work for the existing 
contract # 70T01022F7668N028/70T01020D9NREM057.

2023-TSFO-00125 11/14/2022 (b)(6)
Please provide any and all physical and electronic records pertaining to, (b)(6), the requester. Date 
range for record search is 01/07/2007 through 11/11/2022.

2023-TSFO-00126 11/14/2022 (b)(6)

Any and all records pertaining to myself and a letter I received from the Department of Homeland 
Security regarding an incident and investigation at the Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport 
during September 2020.

2023-TSFO-00127 11/14/2022 (b)(6)

I would like to receive any information the department of homeland security and the FBI have on me. 
I have been stop multiple times in the last 6 to 7 years. Before this I have never been stopped 
before.

2023-TSFO-00128 11/14/2022 Ari Eryorulmaz

I would like to know if TSA subcontracts any ID or boarding pass verification processes at the Tom 
Bradley International Terminal at Los Angeles International Airport to Prosegur, or any other private 
company. Do these private security guards working for Prosegur or Prosegur Security USA have any 
jurisdiction or authority to check boarding passes or identification in association with Transportation 
Security Administration or Department of Homeland Security?

2023-TSFO-00129 11/14/2022 (b)(6)

What I am requesting for prompt disclosure are records in your possession detailing [1] the 
formal/informal ties of your office with the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Immigrations & Customs Enforcement (ICE), the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the 
Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC); [2] your discussions about (b)(6) as a Caucasian woman 
who has a Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Olin College...



2023-TSFO-00130 11/15/2022 (b)(6)

Recently, my family and I returned from a trip to Mexico. I was detained by the CBP upon arrival in 
EWR for secondary check. I was kept for 1.5 hours while the CBP tried to figure out why I was being 
reviewed. Further more the following days after I received notifications that my Precheck and Global 
Entry had been revoked. Please provide any documentation that would validate why my Precheck and 
Global Entry were revoked. The letter I received stated I do not qualify that's why It was taken from 
me. Why?

2023-TSFO-00131 11/15/2022 (b)(6) I am requesting all records you have pertaining to the following person (myself): (b)(6)  

2023-TSFO-00132 11/15/2022 (b)(6)

• AHP (b)(6) - AI completed 5/12/22 - Allegation of misconduct by AFSD/MS (b)(6) and TM (b)(6) • 
Anti-harassment case/AI against (b)(6) approximately November 2018 • HL (b)(6) 12/6/18 – AI 
completed 11/27/18 – Inquiry into the facts and circumstances surrounding the alleged misconduct 
by TSA/AZ Training Department brought forward by STI (b)(6). – AI conducted 10/2/2018 – Training 
Manager (b)(6) creating a hostile work environment.

2023-TSFO-00133 11/15/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting the investigate reports and a copy of the TSA video recording of the physical assault 
on my person (karate chop to the crotch) by a TSA agent in the TSA Pre-Check screening area of the 
Long Beach, CA airport on September 26th, 2022 at approximately 5:20 pm PDT. My assault was 
originally reported to the TSA on 9/27/22 at 6:39 am MST.

2023-TSFO-00134 11/14/2022 (b)(6)

I want to know, from January 1, 2019 through and including November 14, 2022, (i) if any person 
claiming to be me has entered or exited any port of entry or (ii) if any person claiming to be me has 
identified themselves to any DHS, TSA, ICE, or CBP personnel, regardless of reason.(b)(6)

2023-TSFO-00135 11/15/2022 (b)(6)

I have purchased a plane ticket in the past, so I expect I have a record in DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight 
Records… As such, this is a PA and FOIA request for any and all records about myself maintained by 
the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) from Jan 1, 2012 to Nov 14, 2022. I also request a 
classification review of all my records because I do not believe the records meet the national security 
or criminality classification requirements, defined in Executive Order 13526 Sec 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, FOIA 
552(b)(7)(A-F), and FOIA 552(c)(1). The records in question are likely in the following systems of 
records: -DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record System -DHS/TSA-002 
Transportation Security Threat Assessment System -DHS/TSA-011 Transportation Security 
Intelligence Service Files -DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records -DHS/OPS-001 Homeland Security 
Operations Center Database -DHS/OPS-002 National Operations Center Tracker and Senior Watch 
Officer Logs -DHS/ALL-046 Counterintelligence Program System of Records -DHS/ALL-030 Use of the 
Terrorist Screening Database System of Records -DHS/ALL-031 Information Sharing Environment 
Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative System of Records Please search each of the above systems 
for my records.

2023-TSFO-00136 11/15/2022 (b)(6)
I would like any available records related to my TSA suitability, which was active from 2006 to 2022. 
Please provide all dates, content, and results of any investigations or adjudications from that period.

2023-TSFO-00137 11/16/2022 (b)(6)

I am seeking travel records that the TSA may have for the individual named below, for the period of 
time covering January 1 of 2017, through July 31 of 2017. These records are sought in connection 
with a homicide trial in California.

2023-TSFO-00138 11/16/2022 (b)(6) I'm requesting my 2006 i-94 form.My reference number is (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00139 11/16/2022 Sara Staffier DSA Detection LLC

DSA Detection requests any and all policies, rules, guidelines, and directives issued to the TSA 
airports for the acquisition of TSL-approved explosive trace detection (ETD) consumables from the 
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and from the non-OEM, aftermarket, approved suppliers for 
use in both the operation and maintenance of TSA ETD instruments; specifically the QS-B220 
(manufactured by Leidos, formerly L3/L3HARRIS/Implant Sciences) and the 500DT (manufactured by 
Smiths Detection). Secondly, DSA requests the number of ETD consumables available for purchase 
by the airport buyer from the instrument manufacturer for each ETD instrument.



2023-TSFO-00140 11/17/2022 Christie Alvarez DLA Piper LLP (US)

I hereby request a complete copy of the following contracts and agreements awarded to Analogic 
Corporation, including all technical requirements, pricing agreements, assumptions, terms and 
conditions, and modifications related thereto: • Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001, 
issued by the Transportation Security Administration, dated on or about August 4, 2021; • Delivery 
Order 70T04022F7672N004 under Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001, issued by the 
Transportation Security Administration, dated on or about March 18, 2022; • Delivery Order 
70T04021F7672N047 under Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001, issued by the 
Transportation Security Administration, dated on or about August 26, 2021; • Delivery Order 
70T04022F7672N003 under Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001, issued by the 
Transportation Security Administration, dated on or about March 18, 2022. These contracts pertain to 
the award of Computed Tomography (“CT”) systems and associated ancillary equipment on behalf of 
the Office of Security Technology. In addition, I hereby request a copy of all proposals and/or quotes, 
including all technical and price volumes, submitted by Analogic Corporation to the government in 
response to the following solicitations: • 70T04021R7672N042 (issued by the Transportation Security 
Administration, resulting in the award, dated on or about March 18, 2022, of Delivery Order 
70T04022F7672N004 under Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001) • 
70T04021R7672N001 (issued by the Transportation Security Administration, resulting in the award, 
dated on or about August 26, 2021, of Delivery Order 70T04021F7672N047 under Basic Ordering 
Agreement 70T04021G7672N001) • 70T04021R7672N041 (issued by the Transportation Security 
Administration, resulting in the award, dated on or about March 18, 2022, of Delivery Order 
70T04022F7672N003 under Basic Ordering Agreement 70T04021G7672N001) 

2023-TSFO-00141 11/16/2022 (b)(6)

1)Any and all CCTV surveillance camera footage beginning at 12:00pm and ending at 1:30pm on 
Sunday, July 10, 2022 at Newark Airport covering TSA passenger screening at Terminal C, 
Checkpoint Lane 6. 2)Any and all files, including media files and surveillance camera footage, 
reports, including incident reports, and written statements made by or filed by any TSA employee, 
including supervisors and directors, relating to the allegations or events that took place at Newark 
Airport Terminal C on July 10, 2022 between myself and any TSA employee or Port Authority police 
personnel. 3)Any and all files, including media files and surveillance camera footage, reports, 
including incident reports, and written statements made by or filed by any TSA employee, including 
supervisors and directors, relating to TSA investigation Case No: (b)(6). 4)A complete and accurate 
list of names and employee identification with picture, of all TSA employees on duty between 
12:00pm and 1:30pm on Sunday, July 10, 2022 at Newark Airport covering TSA passenger screening 
at Terminal C, Checkpoint Lane 6.

2023-TSFO-00142 11/16/2022 (b)(6)

Illinois State Police are saying there is a hit on my Indices record for being an illegal alien. I am a US 
citizen and the date of the record being entered by CBP I was in the United States working from 
home. I need this hit to be removed as it is incorrect and taking away my right. Below is the record 
that Illinois State Police provided: The CBP is the agency that entered the NRI number on the NICS 
Indices and they have to be the ones to remove it. We cannot manipulate their entries, and it has to 
be removed in order for us to be able to issue the FOID card.

2023-TSFO-00143 11/17/2022 Cyphers, Bennett
Electronic Frontier 
Foundation

This FOIA request seeks records related to TSA purchases of products or services from Acxiom 
Corpotation (“Acxiom”). Some of these purchases may have been made via a Federal Supply 
Schedule contract with contract number GS-35F-0604S.1 The period covered by the contract is 
September 1, 2006 through August 31, 2026. Accordingly, this FOIA requests seeks: 1. All contracts 
and similar procurement materials for products and services provided to TSA by Acxiom; 2. All 
purchase orders, invoices, and similar transaction records regarding TSA purchases of products or 
services with Special Item Number 54151ECOM from Acxiom; 3. Any transaction lists, annual reports, 
or other records which summarize or list TSA purchases of products or services from Acxiom.



2023-TSFO-00144 11/17/2022 (b)(6)

I am submitting a freedom of information act request on myself relative to key words throughout 
TSA: (b)(6) from the time period December 1, 2021 to October 1, 2022. I would like to focus your 
search for any computers at MSP, (b)(6), (b)(6) (please include his records otherwise this could be a 
spoliation of evidence example), TSA training and development branch (specifically (b)(6)), and TSA 
INV branch.

2023-TSFO-00145 11/17/2022 Shindolkar, Pranali ProposalHelper LLC

Please provide us with the previous RFP documents. Solicitation No: 75H70422R00002 Title: Program 
Management Office (PMO) and Organizational Change Management (OCM) Services Previous Contract 
No: 75H70421C00002.

2023-TSFO-00146 11/18/2022 James Roddy

Any documents related to the interstate and international transfer of minors for the troubled teen 
industry ( i.e. blue fire wilderness, CEDU, discovery academy, Acadia healthcare company, ect.) i.e. 
Any investigations, any data, any reports filed, any copies of documents filed, ect.

2023-TSFO-00147 11/17/2022 (b)(6)

Case File No.: (b)(6). I respectfully request the following document and all other records associated 
with it that were generated on or after April 12, 2016.On or about April 12, 2016, I password-
protected a 4-page PDF document, attached it to my U.S. Transportation Security Administration 
(TSA) email account, and emailed it to (b)(6). The 4-page TSA letterhead memorandum was 
produced and signed by me.

2023-TSFO-00148 11/18/2022 (b)(6)
Law Offices of Robert 
Tsigler, PLLC

Dear Sir/Madam, I respectfully represent the above-mentioned application. My G-28 is enclosed. 
Respectfully provide us with all entries and exits for (b)(6). 

2023-TSFO-00149 11/18/2022 (b)(6) ALL records that include myself, identified by my name and/or appearance.

2023-TSFO-00150 11/18/2022 (b)(6) Blank Rome LLP

The term “SERVICE REQUEST” refers to Service Request Number (b)(6) (the “Service Request”). 
CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION 1. Each DOCUMENT that refers to, relates to, or contains information 
related to or included in the SERVICE REQUEST. 2. Each DOCUMENT that refers or relates to the 
origin or source of the SERVICE REQUEST, including: a. if the SERVICE REQUEST was made online, 
the Internet Protocol Number (“IP Number”) and all other information collected when it was 
submitted; b. if the SERVICE REQUEST was made by email, the originating email with all headers and 
metadata; c. if the SERVICE REQUEST was made by telephone, all information about the telephone 
call, including but not limited to the originating telephone number and any recording of the call; d. if 
the SERVICE REQUEST was made in person, all information about the time, location, and identity of 
the person that made the SERVICE REQUEST, including any recording of the incident. 3. All 
information provided to the TSA in connection with the SERVICE REQUEST, including, but not limited 
to, native versions of any computer files that were provided in connection with the SERVICE 
REQUEST, with all metadata included. 4. Each DOCUMENT that refers or relates to an action taken by 
the TSA upon receipt of the SERVICE REQUEST, including any investigation and resolution. 5. Each 
DOCUMENT that refers or relates to (b)(6) that was created or accessed between September 1, 2022 
and November 17, 2022.

2023-TSFO-00151 11/18/2022 (b)(6)

Captured camera footage from 6, Checkpoint 5, security cameras at the San Juan Luis Munoz Marin 
International Airport, on 9/13/2022, from 17:30 until 18:05. 1486 AIT/WTMD 1046 X-ray entrance 
lane 1 420 X-ray exit lane 1 914 lane 1 break room 1285 WTMD lanes 1 and 2 106 TDC Queue lanes 
1 and 2 Camera footage was saved to disc by Screening Manager.

2023-TSFO-00152 11/18/2022 (b)(6)

The following request is for TSA to conduct a PNR Passenger name record search for any and all 
passenger records under the name, (b)(6). This search request is to include passenger records for all 
airlines and Train/Rail. Passenger record search for: (b)(6) Record Search Dates: January 1, 2001 - 
December 31, 2002. 

2023-TSFO-00153 11/18/2022 (b)(6)
Enclosed is the Signed Affirmation/Declaration requesting access to the MERCHANT MARINER 
CREDENTIAL records maintained by the Coast Guard which pertain to (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00154 11/18/2022 (b)(6)
Rodriguez Law Office 
PLLC

Need any and all travel records for Subject of Record, (b)(6), including travel to and from the United 
States. 

2023-TSFO-00155 11/18/2022 (b)(6)
I am requesting to know why my Global Entry privileges were revoked. Membership Number/PASSID: 
(b)(6)



2023-TSFO-00156 11/18/2022 (b)(6)

My Name is (b)(6) (Canadian citizen), I travelled to the US with my family and was denied entering 
the US in March 2022, and they applied for DHS and they got a redress number so we thought that 
all the issues were solved. When we reached the borders the officer told us that there is a big 
problem in the US embassy in Jordan and that the officer there wrote a note that we can't enter the 
US for ever and we don't know why.

2023-TSFO-00157 11/21/2022 (b)(6)
I am requesting records of phone calls (transcript, report and recording, any and all information 
available) regarding myself (b)(6), which may pertain to a bergen county defamation suit.  

2023-TSFO-00158 11/19/2022 (b)(6)
Kostiv and Associates 
P.C We are requesting travel information for (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00159 11/21/2022 (b)(6) CAIR Washington All records associated with the referenced subject of record. 
2023-TSFO-00160 11/22/2022 (b)(6) First state Bank No records requested. 
2023-TSFO-00161 11/22/2022 (b)(6) My travel history is required to apply for a Chinese visa.

2023-TSFO-00162 11/22/2022 (b)(6)

Airport: Newark International Airport EWR, Newark, NJ Date: Sunday, July 10, 2022 Flight: United 
Airlines UA 1978, Newark NJ EWR to San Francisco CA SFO Departure: 2:10pm; boarding 1:20pm; 
Gate C125 Terminal: C TSA Security: CKPT-C1 Checkpoint Lane: Lane 6, to the best of my 
recollection TSA Supervisor, DAFSD; Newark Airport TSA Director, Federal Security Director - NJ TSA 
Inspectors, Assistant Federal Security Director-Inspection, Inspector Case Number: (b)(6) 1) Any and 
all CCTV surveillance camera footage beginning at 12:00pm and ending at 1:30pm on Sunday, July 
10, 2022 at Newark Airport covering TSA passenger screening at Terminal C, Checkpoint Lane 6. 2) 
Any and all files, including media files and surveillance camera footage, reports, including incident 
reports, and written statements made by or filed by any TSA employee, including supervisors and 
directors, relating to the allegations or events that took place at Newark Airport Terminal C on July 
10, 2022 between myself and any TSA employee or Port Authority police personnel. 3) Any and all 
files, including media files and surveillance camera footage, reports, including incident reports, and 
written statements made by or filed by any TSA employee, including supervisors and directors, 
relating to TSA investigation Case No: (b)(6). 4) A complete and accurate list of names and employee 
identification with picture, of all TSA employees on duty between 12:00pm and 1:30pm on Sunday, 
July 10, 2022 at Newark Airport covering TSA passenger screening at Terminal C, Checkpoint Lane 6.

2023-TSFO-00163 11/25/2022 (b)(6)

I was denied the membership to Global Entry due to unknown reasons (statement: "We regret to 
inform you that your membership in Global Entry has been disapproved for the following reason(s): 
Other You do not meet program eligibility requirements.") I believe that this may be due to error in 
your system or due to a data error - I have never had any problems traveling, convictions, I even had 
TSA pre-check for many years. I woudl like to know what the reason for denial is so that I can 
adddress the issue and participate in the Global Entry program.

2023-TSFO-00164 11/23/2022 Joce Sterman InvestigateTV

I am requesting the following records from January 1, 2019 to the present (November 23, 2022): • 
Any and all complaints submitted to the TSA Contact Center alleging discrimination in any form • Any 
and all disciplinary action or related reports stemming from complaints submitted to the TSA Contact 
Center alleging discrimination in any form These records are being requested in the interest of the 
public for the purpose of news gathering by InvestigateTV/Gray Television, and will contribute 
significantly to the public’s understanding of perceptions of discrimination as part of the TSA 
screening process.

2023-TSFO-00165 11/23/2022 (b)(6) GTFlip
I'd like to get access to my father's information, who died in 2020. He used to drive trucks in 
CANADA/US. I'm his legal ascendant (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00166 11/23/2022 (b)(6)
I request a copy of any and all manifests submitted to FAA through the DASSP program over the past 
15 years that contain any of the following individuals listed as passengers: (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00167 11/23/2022 Litzher, Paul

I request a list of all times that the FAA has denied the boarding of a passenger through the DASSP 
program over the past 15 years. Please include the date, the reason, and the tail number of the 
aircraft



2023-TSFO-00168 11/23/2022 Litzher, Paul
I request a copy of all manifests submitted to the FAA for the DASSP program over the past 15 years 
N271DV N758PB N878DB N604MM N518KA N176KH N2618K

2023-TSFO-00169 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I would like the resumes, selections, score sheets and method of selections for job announcement 
DCA-22-011782 Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at DCA that closed on 8/28/2022 
including my own.

2023-TSFO-00170 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I would like the resumes, selections, score sheets and method of selections for job announcement 
DCA-22-009642 Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at DCA that closed on 4/13/2022 
including my own.

2023-TSFO-00171 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I would like the resumes, selections, score sheets and method of selections for job announcement 
DCA-20-708529 Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at DCA that closed on 3/19/2020 
including my own.

2023-TSFO-00172 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I would like the resumes, selections, score sheets and method of selections for job announcement 
DCA-21-006896 Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at DCA that closed on12/13/2021 
including my own.

2023-TSFO-00173 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I would like the resumes, selections, score sheets and method of selections for job announcement 
DCA-22-011782 Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at DCA that closed on 8/28/2022 
including my own.

2023-TSFO-00174 11/23/2022 (b)(6)

I'm seeking access to and copies of any incident reports, emails, or inter-agency communications 
regarding a cat who went through a suitcase at TSA's security screening at JFK Airport on 
Wednesday, November 16, 2022. T

2023-TSFO-00175 11/25/2022 (b)(6) Looking for the reason my Global Entry application was denied.

2023-TSFO-00176 11/25/2022 (b)(6)

The following TSA Cases need to be included under my requests: TSA Case Number: (b)(6) – Aug 16, 
2022 request OIG FOIA Request Number: (b)(6) – Nov 2, 2022 request TSA Case Number(b)(6) – 
Nov 16, 2022 request The dhs.gov/foia-status portal for reviewing status of case is no longer 
accessible. The replacement portal SecureRelease need to be updated to include prior and current 
cases. I have no way of accessing the status of or responding to third request TSA Case Number 
(b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00177 11/28/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting both a full report and video file pertaining to an incident at Newark airport on 
September 12th, 2022. It involves the assault and civil rights violations of myself by a TSA agent. My 
request is for the video and a full official signed report.

2023-TSFO-00178 11/28/2022 (b)(6)
Kostiv and Associates 
P.C We are requesting travel information for (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00179 11/29/2022 (b)(6) FSS

[Reference FSS # 020766] Relevant to GS35F088AA Order HSTS0315FCIO500, we seek CLEARLY 
RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task Order with the applicable Statement of 
Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS), Labor rates/categories, Customer evaluation & 
agency Evaluation/scoring notes, all Modifications, Contractor Performance Reports, winning 
proposal; and (2) complete and original TORFP with SOW, CDRL’s and all amendments, attachments, 
exhibits, Q&A’s.

2023-TSFO-00180 11/29/2022 (b)(6)

Requesting any reports, records, notes, electronic communication and audio or video recordings 
referencing the following TSA Case No. (b)(6) involving a Police Officer employed by Olmsted 
Township.

2023-TSFO-00181 11/29/2022 (b)(6)
Requesting the camera footage of the incident and the investigation report that was conducted by 
TSA on 10/25/2022 at GEG (Spokane International Airport) at approximately 04:14 a.m.

2023-TSFO-00182 11/29/2022 (b)(6) Advent Services LLC

I am requesting clearly releasable info only: 1. the first page (i.e., Face Page) of the current contract 
award, and first 15 pages of the Performance Work Statement or Statement of Work for the existing 
contract # 70T01022F7668N028 / 70T01020D9NREM057 2. For the existing contract, who is 
currently assigned as: PM/TM/POC (govt program manager, technical manager or govt owner of the 
requirement), COR (Contracting Organization Representative), CO/KO (contract officer), and CS 
(contract specialist, if applicable)



2023-TSFO-00183 11/30/2022 (b)(6)

My grandson, (b)(6) is suspected of stealing an antique gold coin collection worth a significant 
amount of money from me when he visited in mid to late September 2020. He was stopped at the 
airport security check at Roanoke Airport (ROA) by TSA, but I could not tell why he was stopped and 
questioned. I would like to receive confirmation that he was stopped, and any notes or 
documentation why he was stopped, so I can turn the information over to the local police.

2023-TSFO-00184 11/30/2022 (b)(6)
Kilpatrick Townsend & 
Stockton LLP

This FOIA request is submitted by the duly authorized legal counsel of (b)(6), a U.S. citizen. Please 
produce all documents and information in your possession, custody, or control: 1. Concerning 
Applicant’s Global Entry Permit application number (b)(6), submitted on May 19, 2022; 2. Concerning 
the receipt, processing, evaluation, adjudication, adjudication status, or disposition of Applicant’s 
Global Entry Permit application number (b)(6); 3. Concerning or identifying any reasons for any delay 
in granting or denying, or any inability to grant or deny, Applicant’s Global Entry Permit application 
number (b)(6); 4. Containing any non-privileged communications regarding Applicant’s Global Entry 
Permit application number (b)(6) or the evaluation or adjudication of same; and 5. To the extent not 
contained within the foregoing items 1-4, all other documents and information identifying the reasons 
Applicant has not yet received a decision on Applicant’s Global Entry Permit application number 
(b)(6) submitted on May 19, 2022. 

2023-TSFO-00185 11/30/2022 (b)(6) Lluis Law, APC

1. Name: (b)(6) 2. D.O.B:(b)(6) 3. Current address or email address:(b)(6) 4. Telephone 
number:(b)(6) 5. Specific information about the records sought: • Travel History • Dates: 2000-2010 
• El Salvador to LAX Airport

2023-TSFO-00186 11/30/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting the investigate reports and a copy of the TSA video recording of the physical assault 
on my person (karate chop to the crotch) by a TSA agent in the TSA Pre-Check screening area of the 
Long Beach, CA airport on September 26th, 2022, at approximately 5:20 pm PDT. My assault was 
originally reported to the TSA on 9/27/22 at 6:39 am MST. I spoke with Long Beach TSA Manager on 
11/3/22 who was acquiring the security video of my assault. I spoke to Supervisory Program 
Assistant/Customer Service Manager on 11/4/22 who stated an investigation was completed with the 
TSA Agent, witnesses and review of the TSA video recording. 

2023-TSFO-00187 12/1/2022 (b)(6)

I’m seeking any/all records which pertain to myself and my former employment with the 
Transportation Security Administration. I was employed from 07/31/2022-10/07/2022 as an 
Explosives Specialist at Baltimore Washington International Airport (BWI). I’m specifically seeking 
records that pertain to any requests for information about my duty status, recommendations for 
dismissal and any other relevant correspondence from 07/31/2022-10/07/2022. 

2023-TSFO-00188 12/2/2022 (b)(6)

I tried renewing my global entry back in march and I got declined the first time. I tried again in 
September and I still haven’t heard back. I I just needed to renew my membership I’m not sure why I 
even got denied. I would like to know why my renewal was denied and my reconsideration was 
revoked. 

2023-TSFO-00189 12/2/2022 (b)(6)

Hello, I travel very often outside of the United States, I would like to know what is the reason that 
every single I return to the US, I get stopped and screened in a separate room where my luggage is 
inspected. I understand random checks, but this is too much, something must be triggering this 
uncomfortable situation to my person. I have entered thru different cities and the same situation 
occurs. 

2023-TSFO-00190 12/2/2022 (b)(6)

I received an email from the Trusted Travelers Program stating that my NEXUS privileges were 
revoked. I have not travelled to or from Canada and would like to understand the reason for 
revocation of privileges.

2023-TSFO-00191 12/2/2022 (b)(6)
PLEASE POST CASE NO. (b)(6) ON PORTAL. I cannot access case for updates. THIS CASE RELATES 
TO CASE NO.(b)(6) AND (b)(6) THESE CASES MUST ALSO BE POSTED TO THIS PORTAL.

2023-TSFO-00192 12/2/2022 (b)(6)
Veracity Research 
Company

Requesting information for (b)(6). Any and all personnel files, termination details, disciplinary action 
taken, internal affairs details and outcome, evaluations, and any information regarding conduct or 
character. He states he is currently employed as a Transportation Security Officer with the San 
Francisco International Airport.



2023-TSFO-00193 12/2/2022 Crowley, Kristin 11Alive News

1. A list of weapons/firearms found in the personal property of pilot or crew members through the 
KCM lane at Atlanta-Hartsfield Jackson Airport since Jan. 1 2019. 2. The number of weapons/firearms 
found in personal property of pilot or crew members through KCM lanes nationwide since Jan. 1 
2019.

2023-TSFO-00194 12/2/2022 (b)(6) infotec.tech
The needs of the American(b)(6)s allow travel to any place. transportation information nor with 
reason justice or of the American (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00195 12/2/2022 (b)(6) infotec.tech
The needs of the American (b)(6) allow travel to any place. Transportation information nor with 
reason justice or of the American (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00196 12/2/2022 (b)(6)

I am requested all records pertaining to my service as a Federal Flight Deck Officer during my tenure 
of service from 2008-2021. I am specifically requesting all records pertaining to my application 
process, of highest priority is the Psychological Evaluation I completed in California as part of the 
application and screening process. My credential number is (b)(6). 

2023-TSFO-00197 12/2/2022 (b)(6)

Records of my going through the security check point and having a pat down conducted at Phoenix 
sky harbor international airport, Nov. 30, 2022, at security checkpoint for passengers going to 
American Airlines gate B3, between approximately 5 pm and 615 pm local time. I will submit a 
perjury statement.

2023-TSFO-00198 12/5/2022 (b)(6)
Blue Line Family of 
Companies

All communications, documents, and records related to the Johnston Regional Airport (KJNX) in 
Smithfield, NC, or Blue Line Aviation from 10/01/2021 through the date of production. Include e-
mails, related to any topic, to and/or from (b)(6), and e-mails related to the JNX Airport or Blue Line 
Aviation from any address @(b)(6). Provide records related to any e-mails to/from JNX Airport 
Authority members or airport employees and the TSA on any topic. Additionally and further 
specifically, any document, record, or e-mail to/from (b)(6) related to the JNX Airport. All records 
related to the production of a "Declaration of (b)(6)" dated 11-28-2022.

2023-TSFO-00199 12/4/2022 (b)(6)

My Global Entry was revoked for unknown reasons and on my last 3 international trips upon entry, I 
have been stopped and redirected for questioning and further revision of my luggage. Apparently I 
am being confused by someone else as they ask for names and places I do not recognize. Please let 
me know where is the error and what can be done to fix it so I can get back my Global Entry and 
liberty.

2023-TSFO-00200 12/5/2022 (b)(6)

Request FOIA cctv footage from June 8th 2022. Newark international Airport, terminal B, security 
checkpoint gates 51-57 . Lane 3, at 2139. To see security footage of personal belongings being 
screened. Due to lost/stolen envelope of $5,000.

2023-TSFO-00201 12/5/2022 Matthew Brune Duke University

I am requesting data on the processing times at TSA checkpoints, hopefully including some of the 
automated wait time (AWT) data. Additionally, I request data on the TSA wait times. For both the 
queueing and processing data, I would like data from all available US commercial service airports if 
possible, and if not, the top-20 hubs. For each of these data points, I would like to know how many 
active lanes are in use, the time of day, and the corresponding airport.

2023-TSFO-00202 12/6/2022 (b)(6)
I wanted to know why did my global entry pass got approved and then denied even my consideration 
was also denied so i want my record.

2023-TSFO-00203 12/7/2022 (b)(6)
All documents pertaining to my employee file, including but not limited to Incident Statements and 
Letter of Explanation(s) required by TSA ALASKA Management.

2023-TSFO-00204 12/6/2022 (b)(6) O'Shea Law Firm The entire Transportation Worker Identification Credential File for (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00205 12/6/2022 (b)(6)

I had Global entry (passID (b)(6)) and was recently detained at the airport on November 16th and 
bags checked. I was then unable to use my global entry for another flight afterwards. I went online to 
find that my global entry had been revoked.

2023-TSFO-00206 12/6/2022 (b)(6)

Video footage from O’Hare international Airport departure terminal 3, security check point 8, near 
Spirit Airlines check in area where TSA Agents run checked bags with declared firearms on 
11/22/2022 between 5:45pm-6:15pm. TSA written protocol/policy for identifying checked bags with 
declared firearms with a marking on the checked bag tag to indicate bag has declared firearm and/or 
has been scanned/xrayed by employees.. - TSA written protocol/policy for physically identifying with 
a marking on the bag tag any checked bag that is run through the scanning X-ray system, if such 
protocol/policy exists.



2023-TSFO-00207 12/7/2022 (b)(6)

I am a lawful permanent residence. I am requesting for my travel history from November 01 2019 to 
December 07 2022. I need this document to start my nationalization process and presently this 
information is not available in the I - 94 website. 

2023-TSFO-00208 12/7/2022 (b)(6)

I need a statement for my travel insurance claim describing the delay that my family experienced in 
the TSA security check-in lines in Terminal A at Newark Airport on 4/15/2022 between 430am and 
745am. These delays caused us to miss our American Airlines flight # 2692 which then caused a 
number of financial repercussions and delays. Please specify the circumstances at this particular 
time, i.e. staffing shortages, virtual lines, increased volume of passengers.

2023-TSFO-00209 12/7/2022 (b)(6)

I am seeking CCTV Footage to the Hartsfield Atlanta Airport October 14th 2021 event in which I 
arrived to fly from Atlanta to Bismarck North Dakota with connections at Dallas Forth Worth, Texas. 
CCTV footage exist between the time frame of 12pm and 1:30pm.  I am seeking CCTV footage, of 
three areas: 1) American Airlines Outdoor Baggage Check In / Taxi; 2) the other from the American 
Airlines Ticketing desk and 3) would be of footage between the American Airlines Out door Baggage 
Check In zone. 

2023-TSFO-00210 12/7/2022 (b)(6)

Data from 2014-2022, race, salary, band, gender, occupational series data from 2014-2022, 
demographics (race, gender) on adverse, disciplinary and corrective actions data from 2014-2022 
race and gender employees that Exited of those employees that filed greivances and filed EEO 
complaints and also had adverse, disciplinary action and corrective actions levied against them.

2023-TSFO-00211 12/8/2022 (b)(6) CSA

Request video of my luggage from time it was placed on x-ray table till time I was able to get to my 
luggage after pat down. Someone opened my back-pack. The unprofessional TSA supervisor called 
me a liar saying bag was always open, however, because the back-pack contained company 
materials, I have to finish my report to HR about what happened and what may have been exposed. 
My flight was on Oct 24 2022 with a gate departure of 6 a.m. from PBI ( West Palm Beach, FL ) The 
time of the event would of been around 5:15 a.m. at the checkpoint. 

2023-TSFO-00212 12/8/2022 (b)(6)

I have been a Global Entry member for over 10 years, and renewed my subscription in February 
2022. I have never had a problem until recently, when my TSA Precheck and my Global Entry 
stopped working. Upon investigating, it turns out my membership was “revoked”. And according to 
the letter attached to my file, my membership was revoked due to “You do not meet the eligibility 
requirements”. There was no additional information provided. I don’t understand why my status was 
revoked or what eligibility I no longer meet. Nothing has changed with my status or my personal 
situation. It just stopped. I don’t know how to proceed to get my global entry reinstated but file this 
request to understand and identify the reason for my sudden ineligibility.

2023-TSFO-00213 12/8/2022 (b)(6)
Mahoney Crowe Goldrick 
& Cannon, P.C.

Documents regarding background checks, complaints, violations and safety violations regarding 
(b)(6), employed by Aries Shuttle, LLC and/or Aries Shuttle - Chicago, LLC, during the time period 
1/1/2019 to present.

2023-TSFO-00214 12/8/2022 (b)(6) All records relating to the decision to revoke my membership in the Global Entry program.

2023-TSFO-00215 12/9/2022 (b)(6)

I, (b)(6), respectfully request information regarding the National Security Eligibility/Public Trust. I 
respectfully request a True Copy of my official Statement of Reasons or Clearance Determination 
Statement that led to the suspension, denial or revocation.

2023-TSFO-00216 12/11/2022 (b)(6) I'm request a copy of the records used to justify the denial of Global Entry application. 

2023-TSFO-00217 12/12/2022 (b)(6)
A copy of the full contract for contract number GS00F213GA / 70T05019A9NMED049 which was 
awarded to the RELI GROUP INC Award Date: 05/10/2019 and Expiration Date: 05/09/2024.

2023-TSFO-00218 12/12/2022 (b)(6) TSA# (b)(6) change name from (b)(6). Returning to maiden name

2023-TSFO-00219 12/12/2022 (b)(6)

I want to know why I was declined for global entry. The determination letter was vague and did not 
provide an reason. I submitted a Reconsideration Requests and that was denied and the reason was 
also unclear.

2023-TSFO-00220 12/13/2022 (b)(6) Shapiro & Associates

This office represents (b)(6). Kindly forward a complete copy of the TSA Employee Personnel Folder 
of the above-named employee, including the pre-employment physical examination. Please note we 
are NOT seeking copies of any safety, injury compensation, or OWCP files.



2023-TSFO-00221 12/13/2022 Sean Dunagan Judicial Watch

All records regarding the actual or proposed deployment of Federal Air Marshals to the Southwest 
border region to assist with immigration enforcement, immigrant and refugee processing, or similar 
functions. This request includes, but is not limited to, the following: All records depicting the roles 
and duties of the Federal Air Marshals involved All records depicting the number of Federal Air 
Marshals actually or potentially involved All records depicting the estimated costs of the deployments 
All related records of communication between any official or employee of TSA and any official or 
employee of any other branch, agency, department, or office of the federal government The time 
frame for this request is January 1, 2022 to the present.

2023-TSFO-00222 12/14/2022 (b)(6)
An Administrative Fact-Finding Inquiry in a matter raised by individuals in your department was 
conducted in June of 2021. I would like a copy of all the information into this matter.

2023-TSFO-00223 12/14/2022 (b)(6) Earlier this year I was denied Global Entry and I am trying to understand why.

2023-TSFO-00224 12/15/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting information regarding vacancy announcement (b)(6). I would like all documents 
related to all applications all the way through final decision, including any comments or notes for any 
application.

2023-TSFO-00225 12/16/2022 (b)(6)

I travel very often outside of the United States. I would like to know what is the reason that every 
single time I return to the US, I get stopped and screened in a separate room where my luggage is 
inspected. I understand random checks, but this is too much, something must be triggering this 
uncomfortable situation to my person. I have entered thru different cities and the same situation 
occurs.  

2023-TSFO-00226 12/16/2022 (b)(6)

I travel very often outside of the United States, I would like to know what is the reason that every 
single I return to the US , I get stopped and screened in a separate room where my luggage is 
inspected. I understand random checks, but this is too much, something must be triggering this 
uncomfortable situation. I have entered through different cities and the same situation occurs. 

2023-TSFO-00227 12/19/2022 (b)(6)

All records related to my TSA Precheck application including timing and concerns with delays, over 90 
days. Including requests to departments for processing and what my new TSA KTN is. (b)(6) 
Application date 9/14/22 ate Identogo in Columbia South Carolina.

2023-TSFO-00228 12/19/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting copies of ANY and ALL emails sent, received, transmitted or exchanged between the 
Monroe County Sheriff's Office, Rochester, New York ( monroecounty.gov ) and the Transportation 
Security Administration National Explosive Detection Canine Team Program, Transportation Security 
Administration, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Defense, (b)(6) wherein the words 
(b)(6) appear or reference or relate to or mention in any and all capacity between the dates of 
August 25th 2021 and today, December 16th 2022. 

2023-TSFO-00229 12/19/2022 (b)(6)
I would like to receive updates on the investigation regarding the incidents that reported on 
December 3rd.

2023-TSFO-00230 12/19/2022 (b)(6)

I am looking for my medical records and employee attendance records from June 2016 to November 
30, 2018. Maybe a complete record of my employment with the Transportation Security 
Administration. 

2023-TSFO-00231 12/19/2022 Rose Santos FOIA Group Inc

[Reference FGI# 22-80705G] Relevant to 47QTCK18D0014 ORDER 70T02022F7500N002, we seek 
CLEARLY RELEASABLE copies of the following: (1) Task order title page (1st page only) and (2) the 
Task Order’s CURRENT Statement of Work/Performance Work Statement (SOW/PWS) [WE DO NOT 
SEEK PRICING].

2023-TSFO-00232 12/21/2022 (b)(6)

Any and all information relating to the cancellation of my TSA PreCheck Status. Specifically with 
references to memos or information from FBI, DOJ, Facebook, Instagram, or their parent company 
Meta. Any information, or communications between any of those entities which was a basis used for 
my cancellation. Names and positions of anyone involved in the decisions or creation or dissemantion 
of any information involved in the decision to terminate my PreCheck status.

2023-TSFO-00233 12/20/2022 (b)(6)

I would like to know my records from the Homeland Security's Trusted Travelers Program Global 
Entry. I was approved in April 2022 and then denied 2 months later without any specific reason other 
than I do not meet program eligibility requirements.



2023-TSFO-00234 12/20/2022 (b)(6)
Law Office of James 
Riotto

Please provide any and all records as victim/suspect/associated person relating to and occurring in 
the lifetime of:(b)(6). 

2023-TSFO-00235 12/21/2022 (b)(6)
Please see attached (b)(6) email response to TSA dated December 2, 2022 (b)(6) has never received 
a response or any information.

2023-TSFO-00236 12/21/2022 (b)(6)

I am looking for information pertaining to the application progress and status for any TSA plans to 
start security screening services at FNL (Fort Collins/Loveland) to support of The Landline Company 
bus service from FNL to DEN. I was told by The Landline Company and United Airlines that their 
application was submitted and they were waiting on TSA to be able to start screening passengers at 
FNL.

2023-TSFO-00237 12/21/2022 (b)(6)
I did apply for global entry and it was deny I tough it was for some missing information, I submit a 
reconsideration but I received a letter saying they wasn't able to approve at this time.

2023-TSFO-00238 12/16/2022 (b)(6)

Please be advised that I have been retained to represent (b)(6). On his behalf, I am requesting all 
records pertaining to (b)(6)l held by the Department of Defense. Description of Records Sought: 1) 
All interagency and intra-agency correspondence pertaining to the above. 2) All interagency and intra-
agency records related to the individual. 3) All investigation and standard forms pertaining to the 
above. 4) Complete copy of investigative interview with Department of Defense investigator.

2023-TSFO-00239 12/22/2022 (b)(6)

I would like to receive all of my records pertaining to the application process to the federal air 
Marshal service. This should include any work conducted for a background check and polygraph 
examination including qualitative and quantitative results for this examination, communications that 
includes polygraph appeal process, and final application determination.

2023-TSFO-00240 12/23/2022 (b)(6)

TSA Investigations Hotline Complaint Program (b)(6) I would like to receive information on the OIG 
inquiry that I submitted. Case #(b)(6) An investigation into my complaint was performed by my local 
TSA Management.

2023-TSFO-00241 12/27/2022 (b)(6) Barstool sports

I am inquiring to request the employment start date and termination date of (b)(6). Also any emails 
or memos sent or received by this agency involving (b)(6) including communication from the 
Stoughton Police Department and this agency between 2/1/21 and 10/1/22.

2023-TSFO-00242 12/27/2022 Aaron West

I am writing to request an electronic copy of any records, files, documents, or other relevant material 
pertaining to a firearm or firearms that TSA agents or employees discovered, found, or were 
otherwise alerted to contained in a jar of peanut butter (JIF brand) at baggage screening at JFK 
Airport in the last year (2022). 

2023-TSFO-00243 12/28/2022 (b)(6)

I was denied access to board my flight with Air Europa after I was already cleared through TSA. I 
would like a copy of my check in record from 12/23/2022. I was told by a station manager that my 
passport was flagged.

2023-TSFO-00244 12/28/2022 (b)(6)

Please provide available records of travel of my son (b)(6). He is traveling on the following days 
12/23/2022; 12/24/2022; 12/25/2022; 12/26/2022; 12/27/2022; 12/28/2022; 01/01/2023; 
01/02/2023. I'm just looking for the TSA records from the airports. 

2023-TSFO-00245 12/27/2022 (b)(6)

My name is (b)(6). I was employed with the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at the 
Grand Rapids, Michigan (GRR) airport. I filed an anti-harassment complaint with TSA; that case 
number is AHP (b)(6). I am requesting any and all documents connected in any manner or to any 
degree to this complaint.

2023-TSFO-00246 12/27/2022 (b)(6)

I would like to request all records and documents pertaining to me from the TSA investigations 
department at TSA headquarters in Springfield Virginia including all information provided from 
investigator's (b)(6) dates ranging from 03/15/2022 to present. I would also like to request all 
documentation regarding me from (b)(6) at TSA headquarters in Springfield, VA including disciplinary 
actions and inquiries ranging from 03/15/2022 to present.

2023-TSFO-00247 12/28/2022 (b)(6)

I am requesting information on my eligibility to obtain a Public Trust Security Clearance. I was denied 
a Public Trust clearance in August 2021. This request aims to verify I am cleared to file for a new 
clearance.

2023-TSFO-00248 12/28/2022 Patrick Harris

Requesting any correspondence, pricing details, contracts, and approvals relating to the US 
Transportation Security Administration's efforts to outsource TSA PreCheck enrollment to Clear 
Secure, inc. Clear Secure's filing on Dec 27, 2022 references the contract in question, highlighting 
that they recently received authority to operate from the TSA.



2023-TSFO-00249 12/27/2022 (b)(6)

I represent (b)(6) for an incident that occurred at the TSA checkpoint at Hilo International Airport on 
December 12, 2019. I am seeking a videotape taken at Hilo International Airport TSA checkpoint 
taken on December 12, 2019 of (b)(6). (b)(6) was scheduled to fly the 7:04 pm flight so I would 
guess the incident occurred somewhere around 5 pm? She was in a wheelchair at the time of the 
incident as she went through the checkpoint. The TSA agent in question is (b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00250 12/27/2022 (b)(6) I am requesting my attendance record be made accessible to me. 
2023-TSFO-00251 12/28/2022 (b)(6) any investigations regarding myself.
2023-TSFO-00252 12/28/2022 (b)(6) I would like to receive my travel history to the USA.

2023-TSFO-00253 12/28/2022 (b)(6)

I have Global Entry. My account has been locked and I do not know why. Can someone please explain 
so that I can begin TSA precheck again? My account has not expired as it is due to expire September 
5, 2026.

2023-TSFO-00254 12/29/2022 (b)(6) TSA/DTW Facebook posts from 2016 to 2019.

2023-TSFO-00255 12/29/2022 (b)(6)

My family and I flew out from ORD to Phoenix Dec 17th 2022 on AA flight 769. Unknown to me I was 
recently put on some sort of terror watch list which lead to me and my family having SSSS on our 
boarding passes. I wasn't able to get a boarding pass until AA contacted Homeland Security to 
provide approval for me to board, and receive a boarding pass. The purpose of this FOIA request is to 
learn IF I'm on a terror watch list what is it. Who put me on whatever list I am on and why?

2023-TSFO-00256 12/29/2022 (b)(6)

I would like to have access to information on myself to know if I am on a watch list or some other 
sort of flagged traveler list. I have experienced extra screenings and close scrutiny while traveling 
even though I have been issued Global Entry.

2023-TSFO-00257 12/29/2022 (b)(6)
Request: Activity in/out of Pittsburgh international Airport (PIT) during the period of March 1st 2021 
to August 30 2021.

2023-TSFO-00258 12/29/2022 (b)(6)
Requesting 5 years of travel for my citizenship. I need date of travel, airport and destination included 
please.

2023-TSFO-00259 12/30/2022 Jazaleen Salinas

I request that a copy of the documents containing the weapons confiscated at Meadows Field Airport 
be provided to me. The information detailing weapons seized at Kern County airports (BFL) between 
2015 and 2023 including list by year of firearms seized, knives seized, explosive devices seized, and 
a list of any arrest in connection with those seized weapons.

2023-TSFO-00260 12/30/2022 (b)(6) All records on, in relation to, about, mentioning, or concerning (b)(6). 

2023-TSFO-00261 12/30/2022 (b)(6)

I make a request for the following Transportation Security Agency (TSA) documents: (1) Standard 
Operating Procedure(s) for Known Crew Members, when accessing general public screening points. 
(2) Standard Operating Procedure(s) for Known Crew access lines/points. (3) Standard Operating 
Procedure(s) for Passenger/Public Screening points.

2023-TSFO-00262 12/30/2022 (b)(6)

Please be advised that we are investigating a case on behalf of the next-of-kin of Angelo Scott, who 
died as a result of an incident that occurred on November 30, 2022, at the Memphis International 
Airport. At this time, we are requesting that the Department of Homeland Security and Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA) kindly forward copies of any/all records in its possession pertaining to 
the incident. These records should include, but not be limited to: 1. Any/all incident reports 
supplements/addendums; 2. Any/all police, sheriff, fire department, and/or state highway patrol 
reports and any supplements/addendums in your possession; 3. Any/all narratives of any and all 
personnel; 4. Any/all calls for service; 5. Any/all videos (including, but not limited to: squad camera 
and street camera videos); 6. Any/all photographs; 7. Any/all 911 incident detail reports and any 
addendums; 8. Any/all interview transcripts and audio files; 9. Any/all statements of all individuals 
involved; and 10. Any/all 911 audio file calls.



2023-TSFO-00263 12/30/2022 (b)(6)

I need a copy of the video at the TSA checkpoint, for Delta flight 1476, at Tampa International 
Airport, on 12/15/2022, from 7:30 am to 9:30am. I also need a copy of any written documents, 
emails, text messages, or other documents related to passenger, (b)(6), or TSA agent (b)(6) related 
to any incident at Tampa International Airport on 12/15/2022. I also need a copy of the recorded 
phone calls between(b)(6) and TSA phone agents on 12/16/2022 at 2:19pm EST, duration 2 hours, 8 
mins, call resulted in service request number (b)(6). I need the recording of a second call on 
12/30/2022 between (b)(6) and a TSA phone agent at 10:06 am, call duration 53 mins, call result 
(b)(6).

2023-TSFO-00264 12/30/2022 (b)(6) I need to know why my global entry trusted traveler number was revoked. 
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